2020 JUNIOR DOCENT CONTACT LIST

OLIVER CODDINGTON

Stratton Elementary
6th Grade

ABOUT OLIVER: Would like to be a falcon to get a bigger picture, wants to work for the CDC, loves the color orange

VIOLET CODDINGTON

Sabin Middle School
9th Grade

PHONE: (719) 354-7617

ABOUT VIOLET: dreams of being an actress with a weird traveling museum, loved traveling to California, enjoys alternative music

ADELAIDE EVANS

The Vanguard School
9th Grade

PHONE: (719) 238-6441

EMAIL: adelaideevans4@gmail.com

ABOUT ADELAIDE: loves sad movies and books, as well as ones that question our reality, dreams of studying neurology, enjoyed Europe’s open, clean landscapes and cobblestone streets
MARIA GALLUCCI

Holmes Middle School
8th Grade

PHONE: (719) 243-5927

EMAIL: maria.gallucci@d11.org

ABOUT MARIA: loves the color Deep Blue Sky, enjoys Shipwrecked and Swiss Family Robinson, would like to be a fox because they are very adorable and sly

OWEN GERBIG

Manitou Middle School
8th Grade

PHONE: (719) 246-0540

EMAIL: omicger@gmail.com

ABOUT OWEN: loves reading Bizarro fiction, cli-fi, and coming of age, wants to be a tardigrade because of how resilient they are, loves to listen to Dream pop, alternative R&B, DIY rock, and a little bit of hip hop

TIM HAVLICK

West Middle School
7th Grade

ABOUT TIM: has a cat named stormy and chickens – Flap, Peep, Cuddle, Caroline, and Hustle, loved traveling to Japan, wants to be a squirrel because they are small, nimble, and playful
ANNELISE KELLY

Divine Redeemer Catholic School
9th Grade

PHONE: (719) 460-9460

EMAIL: aktheawesome1@gmail.com

ABOUT ANNELISE: loves the color lavender, enjoys reading Gothic literature, fantasy, and dystopian novels, loved traveling to Normandy, France

JESSIE LEACH

Widefield High School
12th Grade

PHONE: (719) 354-5648

EMAIL: tuckybear1@gmail.com

ABOUT JESSIE: dreams of being an PLTW Biomed teacher at Widefield High School, loves the color TARDIS blue, enjoys Lindsey Sterling

AUTUMN LEE

CIVA Charter High School
11th Grade

PHONE: (719) 663-4094

EMAIL: bluemermaid2003@gmail.com

ABOUT AUTUMN: loved traveling to New York, wants to be an archeologist, has a Golden Retriever named Rusty and a toy poodle named Bambi
EDEN LEE

Banning Lewis Preparatory Academy
7th Grade

PHONE: (719) 352-1229

EMAIL: vlee2004@msn.com

ABOUT EDEN: wants to be an Aerospace Engineer, has two dogs named Bambi and Rusty, enjoys listening to Rancid, Metallica, Green Day and AC/DC

KALILA MOSTERT

William J. Palmer School
12th Grade

PHONE: (719) 354-0975

EMAIL: Kalila.Mostert@d11.org;

ABOUT KALILA: loves old books and knows it isn’t a genre but the smell cannot be beat, dreams of being a Sommelier, wants to be a lionfish because who wouldn’t want to be a lionfish

MADELEINE PANEK

Vista Ridge High School
12th Grade

PHONE: (719) 571-0681

EMAIL: mbpanek@gmail.com

ABOUT MADELEINE: dreams of working in a museum, specifically at the British Museum, enjoys reading Golden Age fiction, wants to be a capybara
KYLA RENO  
Russell Middle School  
8th Grade  
PHONE: (719) 322-5627  
EMAIL: kjreno911@gmail.com  
ABOUT KYLA: would like to be a platypus – they are strange in different ways and people do not expect certain things of them, wants to become an Entomologist in Criminal Forensic Science, loves the show “Shadowhunters: The Mortal Instrument”

EMILY SHARP  
Coronado High School  
11th Grade  
PHONE: (719) 659-6256  
EMAIL: eshar09@bu.edu  
ABOUT EMILY: wants to be a whale, it seems like a relaxed lifestyle, dreams of owning a Marketing Firm, enjoys 70’s music and alternative rock

LOGAN SPICER  
11th Grade  
PHONE: (719) 494-4482  
EMAIL: loganspicer@icloud.com  
ABOUT LOGAN: wants to fly as some type of bird of prey, loved traveling to Ireland, enjoys YA fantasy and historical fiction